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By Robert MacLachlan and Sadie M. Miller
SUMMARY
A 1/6-scale model of the Republic :2-12 vertical
tail with stub fuselage, stub horizontal tail, and a
de-icing air duct was tested in the Langley stability
tunnel. The investigation. consisted of a study-of the
effects of .the duct, with ,• and without air flow, on the
aerodynamic characteristics of the model.
The model tested was a revision of a model pre-
viously tested in the Langley stability tunnel. The
revised model differed - f ro-m • the original model in that
it incorporated a de-icing; air du- et, included a- dorsal
fi=fi, and had a -  larger stub fuselage. A comparison of
data obtained from tests of the • original .and revised
models was made.
The results of the investigation indicated that
the air duct had very little effect on the aerodynamic.
characteristics of the model. A small change occurred
in the variation of rudder hinge-moment coefficient with
angle of attack but it is believed that this change can
be corrected by a properly applied spring tab.
INTRODUCTION
At the request of the Air Technical Service Command,
Army Air forces, . she '1/6-scale model of the Republic XF-12
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vertical tail previously tested in the Langley stability
-tunnel'(see reference 1) has been retested in a revised
form. The revised model differed from the original model
in that,it incorporated a de-icing air duct, , included a
dorsal fin, and had a larger stub fuselage. The rudder
internal balance plates of the model, however, were still
offset; and in this way, the model still differed. froiri
the portion of the airplane which it•represented.
In the present report, data are included which show,
the effect of the air duct on the aerodynamic , character-
istics of the model. A com parison of data obtained from
tests of the original and _r evised models is also included.
SYIBJLS
The coefficients and symbols used in this report are
based-on the same areas, spans, and chords as in reference 1
and are defined -as' follows:
C L	 lift coefficit
	
T=en
(TS)'	 Hr
Cn	 rudder hinge-moment coefficientr	
(Clbr_Er^)
Cm	 pitching--moment coefficient 14'
^q•c'S J
CD	 drag coefficient	 D1
^qS)
AP pressure coefficient across internal balance
(pressure left of balance minus pressure
right of balance divided by free-stream
dynamic pressure).
leakage factor ^l - p(b) -P(c)p ( a ) -P(d)
pressure difference across balance of internal
balance
applied pressure difference across vr_ts of
internal balance
air velocity; feet per second
E
p(b)-p(c)
P (a) -P (d)
V
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L	 lift of model, pounds
Hr	 hinge moment of rudder; positive when tending
to rotate the trailing edge to 'trie left,
foot-pounds
M	 pitching moment of;model about an axis parallel
to and 9.125 inches ahead of rudder hinge
line, foot-pounds
D	 drag of model, pounds
S	 area of vertical-tail model (above fuselage
and excluding dorsal fin)
.
' square feet.
c f 	mean geometric chord of vertical-tail model"(excluding dorsal fin),-feet
cr	 root mean square chord of rudder, feet
br	 rudder span, fe"t
q
a
^r
e
free-stream dynamic pressure, pounds per square
foot
angle-of attack of vertical tail (angle of yaw
for airplane).; positive when trailing edge
is deflected to the left, degrees
rudder angle relative to fin; positive ,,fhen
tra.ilin edge is , deflected to, the ` left,
degreesy
APPARATUS AND mobEL
nal
The 1/6-sca e',XF-12 vertical-tail model, which consists
of the vertical tail, a stub f uselage,' and a - ,stifo hori-
zontal tail, was originally supplied and subsequently
revised by the Republic Aviation Corporation. Figure 1.
is a sketch in which the principle dimensions of the.revised
model are. given. Two views of the revised model mounted .
hor-Izontally in the 6- by 6-foot test section''of the Langley
stability tunnel are shown in figure 2.
With the exception of the de-icing air duct, the dorsal
fin, and the increase in size of the stub fuselage, the
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revised model is the same as the original model which
is.described in detail in reference 1.	 The changes made
in the model by the addition of the doesal fin and the
increase in size of the stub fuselage are shown in figure
Details of the air duct are also shown in figure 1.
	
To
measure the velocity ,of . .the flow	 the air duct,,through
three total head and two static tubes were located in a
- plane perpendicular to the duct air stream and about half-
way through the duct.
For the tests made on the revised model, only that
section of the rudder located above the stub horizontal
'^..^ tail was -utilized.
	
No roughness strips were attached to
the model. and the tab was not deflected.
The model y.as supported entirely by the floating
frame of the balance, so that all forces and moments
acting on the model-could be measured.
	 The model was
mounted in the center of the-tunnel by projecting the
model support through an opening in the tunnel wall. 	 A
` fairing was installed around, that part of the model
support' located' inside the tunnel.
	 A flexible seal was
installed between the model-support and the'tunnel wall
to prevent flow of air into the tunnel.
TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS
The model was tested with air duct open,,sealed at'
exits, and . sealed a	 entrance and exits.
	
The tests con-
_ sisted of angle-of-attack runs
	
(an.`s1e of sideslip for
airplane)" for which
	 a	 ranged from approximately -180
M to 180 , and ruddEr .-angle runs for which	 br	 ranged from
approximately -250
 to 60.
.	
.f
All tests were made at a dynamic pressur.e of
39.7 pounds per square foot.
	 The corresponding airspeed
; under standard seas«level atmospheric conditions was
_ 125 miles per hour,and the Reynolds number based on the
mean geometric chord of the model was about.1,760^000.
Measurements of the lift, drag, and pitching moment
of the model were obtained from the tunnel balances.,
Rudder hinge moments were measured by means of a spring
torque balance linked to the rudder. 'Readings of the
pressure differences across the balance in each of.the
three upper rudder internal-balance chambers and readings
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of the total head and static p•essures-in the air duct
Wade were taken.	 One of the static pressure.tubes locatedin the air duct did not function properly; therefore,I
Igure ,l. the air-duct velocity , data,presented herein were based
To on the static .pressure reading ' .of one	 'Static tube.
The leakagp, factor
	 E	 was measured for each of,
.i	 a
half- the .internal-balance chambers in :the same manner 'as i-sdescribed in reference 2.
tat Jet-boundary corrections to the lift ., rudder hinge
,al - moment, pitching moment, drag	 pressure difference across ,
, I	 to .balance, and angle-of-attack readings were the same astho.se,,used in reference 1.
	 No corrections were applied
for the effects of the model support and fairing.
Ii
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A
The results of the present investigation are given,,
ras in figures . 3 to 6.
L11
The average leakage factor
	 E	 for all the, balance..
'about.chambe.rs was	 0.08 during all tests. 	 This .value is-
greater. than the'value 0.01 found when the o.rig 'inal model
was tested.:
	 'Therefore,
	
the i-nternal-balance,.leakage"-must
have been slightly greater for the present tests.
	 A more
complete discussion on 1eakage factor,
	 including its 'effect`
at' on-flap hinge-moment coefficient,, can be found in refer''
on-
ence
.0 Tests were made to determine the aerodynamic character-
rom istics,of the vertical tail with the de-icing,air,duct
open (;fig.  3)	 and with" the air-duct exits sealed '(fig..
T.he velocity-through'the open air duct reached a maximum
.of abput one-half free-stream velocity at
	 a = 00' and
eed decreased to zero at about ±12 0 angle of attack..	 (Seefig. 3(f).)'..The effect on the velocity through the duct
he when rudder angle is increased was equivalent to ' a slightdecrease in angle of attack,
	
the ratio being about 150
• rudder "angle to 10
 angle .of attack.
ent The entrance  t . o the air duct was located 'a sh . 6rt
distance above'the -stub fuselage in a section O* f; tlie'
ng leading edge, of the vertical tail having about. 50C,'sw.eepl_
back.	 (See fig.	 1.)	 It 13 likely,	 there for.e,	 that the
air flow at the duct entrance-was incli'ned.toward , the ..tipings
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of the vertical'tail surface. Indication of inclination
of the air flow at the duct entrance was found in the
duct-pressure measurements which showed that the difference
at an angle ,
 of attack of zero between the total hea:d^ in
the duct, when the duct exits were^sealed, and the free
stream static pressure was not equal to the free-stream
dynamic pressure (as it would' have been for straight flow)
but to approximately 11/19 free-stream dynamic pressure.
When the air duct was open and a W 00 , the static pres-
sure inside the duct was slightly greater than free-stream
static.pressure. This difference was probably the result
of the resistance of,the duct to air flow. The inclination
of the air flow and the resistance of -the duct to air flow
would account for the relatively low air velocity inside
the air duct compared with'free-stream velocity.
A comparison of the results obtained for the model
with the air duct open and with the air -duct sealed is
given in'figure 5. When the air duct was • sealed only.at
the exits, the results obtained were very similar to those
found. for the model when the duct was:open. Before .the
data for velocity'through the air duct were computed, it
was thought, erroneously, that there was some leakage at
the duct',
 exit ' allowing flow through' the duct. Therefore,
tests were • made with the air duct sealed not only at its
exits
.
,' but also at its . entrance. By sealing the duct at
bath'its entrance ar:d exits, results..were obtained which
differed slightly from those fo'xid when the duct was open'
and when the duct Exits were closed. These differences
must-have been the result of a change in flow originating
at the duct entrance when the duct entrance was sealed with
a strip of-scotch tape.
The values of lift coefficient obtained for the
revised model were greater than those-obtained for the
original model: (See fig. 6.) This increase in lift may
be attributed , to the doesal fin and the increased" size of
the stub fuselage on the revised model.
As shown in figure 6, the value for the variation
of rudder hinge-moment coefficient with a at small
values of a was negative for the revised model and
positive for the original model. The values for the two
models, however, did no-t differ by more than 0.001, a
difference which may be expected on any airplane and can
be corrected by a spring tab. If a'spring tab is to be
used to correct for this-difference, it^ is advised that a
negative increase in the basic value for the variation of
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rudder hinge-moment coefficient with rudder angle be
effected (to at least -0.003 -as explained in reference 3) .
The variation of rudder hinge-mor_Zent coefficient with dr
at small angles of, Sr 'was about the same for both the_
original and revised models.: At large rudder angles, the
rudder hinge-moment coefficient was'larger for the revised
model than.for the original. ',This..increase in Chr at
large angles of 6r would make more critical the attain-
ment of desired pedal force and. ,thus would affect the
estimations made in reference l-of'the characteristics of
the XE'-12 airplane.'
CONCLUSION
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The results of the tests on the revised 1/6-scale
model of the XF-12 vertical tail indicated that the air
duct had very little effect on the aerodynamic character-
istics of the model. A-small change occurred in the vari-
ation of rudder hinge-moment coefficient with angle of
attack but it , is believed that this change can be corrected
by a properly applied spririt tab.
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National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
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